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Abstract

We consider multifunctions acting between two linear normed spaces and
having closed convex images� Approximations are considered which serve as
an expansion of it� Generalized delta theorems for random sets in in�nite di�
mensions are shown using those approximations� Furthermore� univalued� resp�
Castaing representations of the multifunction are constructed with �higher order�
di�erentiability properties at certain points whose directional derivative form a
univalued� resp� Castaing representation of the corresponding �derivative� of
the multifunction� The construction yields higher order information about the
asymptotic distributions of measurable selections forming the Castaing represen�
tation of the multifunction�
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� Introduction

Throughout the paper� we shall consider a multifunction F � X��Y acting between
two linear normed spaces X and Y �
There are nowadays several concepts of generalized di�erentiability of multifunctions
introduced with various purposes� Di�erentiability is de�ned by introducing a class
of approximating mappings� There are two aspects of the de�nition� the kind of ap�
proximations and the choice of topologies� Let us mention some of the papers on the
subject proposing such notions� In ��� the approximating multifunction is in some
sense a	ne and continuous� In �
��� the approximations are upper semi�continuous
and homogeneous� and have bounded closed convex images� In �����a	ne� approxi�
mating multifunctions for the case Y � IRn are suggested� Lemarechal and Zowe ������
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de�ne eclipsing multifunctions as approximations� Those concept are investigated and
compared in ���� by Gautier� Several other concepts of di�erentiability represent some
cone�approximation of the multifunction� Furthermore� corresponding higher order
tangent sets have been developed� Some geometrical concepts are presented in ����
which correspond to looking at certain tangent cone to the graph of the multifunction�
A stronger di�erentiability notion related to interesting phenomena in optimization�
called proto�di�erentiability� has been introduced by Rockafellar in ����� Another at�
tractive concept of di�erentiability called semi�di�erentiability� This concept goes back
to Penot ��
� and corresponds to a concept of tangential approximation due to Shapiro�
investigated in various papers ���� ��� ����

Our aim is to introduce approximations that serve as local directional expansions of the
multifunction� The concept presents an extension of the notion semi�di�erentiability
The notion is modi�ed by using a metric convergence on the hyperspace of nonempty
closed subsets of Y � which is better suited to the in�nite�dimensional case� This di�er�
entiability property is well investigates in �nite dimensional case� We have to emphasize
that� if the image space X is �nite�dimensional� it is still a slight modi�cation of the
concept of semi�di�erentiability by Penot� The �rst order approximation is a closed
continuous process with respect to the direction�

The introduced concept of di�erentiability becomes useful while dealing with asymp�
totic behavior of random sets� One of the most widely used approaches to gain in�
formation on the the asymptotic behavior of random elements is the delta method�
Generally speaking� delta theorems establish central limit formulas for random ele�
ments in complete metric spaces� There is a set�valued version of a delta theorem �see
����� dealing with random sets in IRn� We shall prove such a theorem for random sets
in Polish spaces� Moreover� we prove also a generalization� which deals with higher
order central limit formulas�

Further goal of this paper is to construct a representation of the multifunction by
countably many selections of it� such that for a dense set of points of the graph of the
multifunction there is a selection that meets the point and has a directional expansion
at the point� To this end we construct selections with higher order directional di�er�
entiability properties� using the introduced tangential approximations of the mapping�
A mapping f � X � Y is a selection of F if f�x� � F �x� for all x � X� By the axiom
of choice� such a mapping exists whenever F has non�empty images� One is usually
interested in �nding selections with additional properties� The question of existence
of selections with di�erentiability properties is of interest in its own� Investigations on
this topic are presented in �
�� ��� ���� Gautier and Morchadi consider the so�called
Steiner selection and its remarkable properties in ����� Conditions for di�erentiability
properties of Steiner selections are identi�ed also in �
�� ���� In ����� Dommisch exploits
the existence of a smooth partition of unity in IRn to prove the existence of a smooth
selection under some additional conditions� We shall see that one of her constructions
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carries over to the case of in�nite dimensions�

The Steiner center of convex sets is well�de�ned in �nite dimensional spaces only� It is
shown in ��
� that some natural attempts to generalize the de�nition for sets in in�nite
dimensional spaces have unsatisfactory results� This is the reason why we try to obtain
selections by using another approach�

The constructed representation is of interest while dealing with measurable multifunc�
tion� It is well�known� that the measurability of a multifunction is characterized by
the existing of a countable family of measurable selections that pointwise �ll up the
images of the multifunction� Such a family is called a Castaing representation� Our
construction yields higher order information about the asymptotic distributions of mea�
surable selections forming a Castaing representation of the multifunction� Moreover�
the �rst�order directional derivative of the selections form a Castaing representation of
the �rst�order approximation of the multi�function at the points of interest�

This paper presents a generalization of some of the results in �
�� for mappings valued
in in�nite dimensions� One generalization is the �higher order� tangential approxima�
tion of the graph of the multifunction� and the construction of a continuous selection
that has a directional expansion at given points� These results lead to a construc�
tion of a Castaing representation with higher order di�erentiability properties� An
important property of the construction of the Castaing representation is that the di�
rectional derivative �of any order� of the selections form a Castaing representation of
the corresponding semi�derivatives at certain points� Correspondingly� higher order
delta theorems for the members of these Castaing representation are shown�
The paper is organized as follows� In section �� we formulate the necessary notions�
recall some facts and show some basic properties of the approximations� We also make
a brief review of some other di�erentiability concepts�
In section �� a construction of selections is presented� It represents a selection which is
Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable up to given order k at certain points� In section
�� a univalued representation of the multifunction is presented� In section �� delta
theorems and convergence in distribution for random sets and their selections are dis�
cussed�

� Di�erentiability of multifunctions

Throughout the whole paper we will consider set�valued mappings F � X��Y de�ned
on a linear normed space X with nonempty closed convex values in a linear normed
space Y � These investigations can be extended also for a multifunctions with nonempty
closed domain adapting all notions to the restriction of the multifunction to its domain�
We denote the graph of F by graphF �
Let F�Y � denote the hyperspace of nonempty closed sets in Y � and let Fc�Y � stand
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for the corresponding hyperspace of nonempty closed convex sets� We endow these
spaces with the Wijsman topology determined by the metric d�x� y� � kx � yk and
denoted by � � Abusing notation we shall denote the distance of a point y � Y to a
nonempty closed set A � Y by d�y� A�� i�e�� d�y� A� � infz�Ad�y� z�� By de�nition � is
the weak topology determined by the family fd�y� �� � y � Y g� We recall some basic
facts concerning the topological space �F�Y �� �� and refer to ��� �� for further details�
A subbase of � consists of all sets of the form�

fA � F�Y � � d�y� A� � �g and fA � F�Y � � d�y� A� � �g �y � Y� � � ���

A sequence of closed sets fAng� An � Y converges to some A � Y in �F�Y �� �� �written

An
W
� A� if and only if the sequence of the distance functions converges pointwise� i�e��

An
W
� A if and only if d�y� An�� d�y� A� for all y � Y�

The space �F�Y �� �� is metrizable if and only if Y is separable� For fyig being a
countable dense subset of the separable metric space �Y� d� the following metric is
compatible with the Wijsman topology�

�d�A�B� �
�X
i��

��iminf
� jd�yi� A�� d�yi� B�jg�

Moreover� if �Y� d� is a complete separable metric space� then �F�Y �� �� is a Polish
space� i�e�� it is separable and there is a complete metric compatible with the topology
�cf� �����
Our approximating multifunctions will be based on the following notions of di�eren�
tiability�

De�nition ��� A mapping F � X��Y is called directionally di�erentiable at a point
�x� y� � graphF in direction h � X� if for any sequence tn � � the limit

F ��x� y� h� � lim
tn��

F �x� tnh�� y

tn

exists in �F�Y �� ���

The original de�nition of semi�di�erentiability �cf���
�� is modi�ed in the following way�

De�nition ��� A mapping F � X��Y is called semi�di�erentiable at a point �x� y� �
graphF � if for all sequences tn � � and hn � h� the limit

DF �x� y��h�� � lim
tn���hn�h�

F �x� tnhn�� y

tn

exists in �F�Y �� �� for all h� � X�
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The convergence hn � h� is understood as the norm�convergence in X� We recall that�
originally� these two notions are associated with the Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence
of the corresponding di�erential quotients in the literature� For Y being in�nite di�
mensional� there is no topologization of this convergence in general �cf������ This means
that� in general� there is no topology on F�Y � such that the convergence of elements
of F�Y � in the sense of Kuratowski�Painlev�e will force convergence with respect to the
topology� We require some stronger convergence in the de�nitions above� The Wijsman
topology is a natural counterpart of the Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence for in�nite
dimensional spaces� Moreover� it plays a crucial role for measurability properties and
convergence in distribution of random sets as we shall see later� Both convergences
coincide if and only if Y is �nite dimensional�
The various notions of �rst order di�erentiability are extended to higher order proper�
ties e�g� in ��� �� ���� The approach used to introduce a higher order derivative is to
de�ne sets that are higher order tangent� to the graph of the multifunction� This way
of introducing second�order derivatives typically leads to a set�valued counterpart of
second order directional derivative in the sense of Ben�Tal and Zowe� Let us mention
the notion of �rst and second order pseudo�di�erentiability considered in ���� Since the
Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence of closed sets in IRn is characterized by the conver�
gence of the distance function� it is shown in ��� that A is pseudo�di�erentiable at x
if the distance function d��� A� is directionally di�erentiable� and A is twice pseudo�
di�erentiable if d��� A� admits a second order directional derivative in the sense of
Ben�Tal and Zowe� i�e�� setting dA��� � d��� A�

d��A�x� h� v� � lim
t��

dA�x� th � t�v���� dA�x�� td�A�x� h�

t���
�

The second order semi�di�erentiability is considered there in a similar way� i�e�� the
multifunction F � IRm��IRn is called twice semi�di�erentiable at �x� y� in direction
�h� z� if the limit

lim
t���v�v�

F �x� th � t�v���� y � tz

t���

exists for all v� � IRm�
We shall use another concept� which will turn useful for the application we have in
mind�
Let f � X � Y be single�valued mapping� Many papers �see� e�g�� ��� ��� consider
natural to introduce higher order directional di�erentiability of f at some point x� if
it has a higher order expansion at that point into the direction under consideration�
corresponding to the Taylor�s expansion� We adopt the same approach and use the
following�

De�nition ��� Let f � X � Y be single�valued mapping� It is called directionally
di�erentiable of order k at the point x into a direction �h� if the directional derivative

f �k��x� �h� �� lim
t���h��h

f�x � th�� f�x�� tf ����x� h�� � � �� tk��f �k����x� h�

tk
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up to order 
� � � � � k at that point exists�

The same way we introduce a set�valued version of the notion� Since the derivatives
are multivalued� it is natural to replace f �k��x� h� in the de�nition by some element
zk of the corresponding set� which represents the semi�derivative� We shall use the
notations�

�k��F �x� y��vn� ��
F �x� tnhn�� y � tnz

�
n � t�nz

�
n � � � �� tknz

k
n

tk��n

�

for the k�th di�erential quotient� where vn stand for a proper direction� de�ned by the
following setting�

vn � �hn� z
�
n� � � � � z

k
n�� where �hn� z

i
n� � graphDiF �x� y�� �
�

De�nition ��� The mapping F � X��Y is called semi�di�erentiable of order k � 
�
k � 
� �� �� at a point �x� y� � graphF if for all sequences tn � � and vn � v� where vn
and v are directions as in ���� the limit

Dk��F �x� y��vn� � lim
tn���vn�v

�k��F �x� y��vn�

exists in �F�Y �� �� for all directions v of the form ����

The convergences hn � h and zin � zi are taken with respect to the corresponding
norms� This de�nition is sensible only if for all zi � DiF �x� y��h�� there are elements
zin � DiF �x� y��hn� that converge in norm to zi while hn � h� As a matter of fact�
there exist such elements by virtue of Proposition ��� bellow�
Let us observe that a multifunction is semi�di�erentiable of order k at a certain point
if the corresponding limit exists and is� in addition� nonempty� This requirement is
implicitly included in the de�nitions above since only nonempty subsets are included
in F�Y � and we consider the convergence there� Originally� the existence of the limit
with respect to the Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence does not guarantee nonempty
derivatives� It is evident that the semi�derivatives of all orders are closed sets� Recall
that a multifunction is called closed if its graph is closed� It is called a process if
its graph is a cone� i�e�� it is positive homogeneous� We shall show by the next two
propositions that the �rst order semi�derivative is a closed continuous process as a
multifunction of the direction� Furthermore� the higher order semi�derivative is also
closed�continuous� and satis�es a generalized condition for positive homogeneity�

Proposition ��� The multifunctions DiF �x� y����� i � 
� �� � � � have the following
properties�

�a� If F �x� are convex sets for all x in a neighborhood of �x� then the semi�derivatives
at ��x� y�� y � F ��x� have convex images as well�
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�b� z � DiF �x� y��h� z�� � � � � zi��� if and only if �iz � DiF �x� y���h� �z�� � � � � �i��zi����
i�e�� DF �x� y� is a process�

Proof� Let u� w � DiF �x� y��h� z�� � � � � zi��� and � � ��� 
�� According to the de�ni�
tion� given sequences tn � � and vn �� �hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n � � v � �h� z�� � � � � zi��n �� where

�hn� z
k
n�� �h� z

k� � graphDkF �x� y� for all k � 
� � � � � i� we obtain that both�

d
�
u��iF �x� y��hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �

�
and d

�
w��iF �x� y��hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �

�

converge to �� Consequently� there are sequences un and wn such that un� wn �
�iF �x� y��hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n � and un � u� wn � w� Since F �x � tnhn� is convex� the

points ��y � tnz
�
n � � � �� ti��n zi��n � � tinun � �
� ���y � tnz

�
n � � � �� ti��n zi��n � tinwn� �

F �x � tnhn�� Consequently� �un � �
� ��wn � �iF �x� y��hn� z
�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �� Hence� for

all y � Y

d
�
�u� �
� ��w�DiF �x� y��hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �

�
�

limn�� d
�
�u� �
� ��w��iF �x� y��hn� z

�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �

�
�

limn�� d
�
�u� �
� ��w� �un � �
� ��wn

�
�

limn�� d
�
�un � �
� ��wn��

iF �x� y��hn� z
�
n� � � � � z

i��
n �

�
� �

This proves �a��
The second assertion will be proved by induction� Let z � DF �x� y��h�� By de�nition
�z � DF �x� y���h�� if d��z� t��n �F �x � tn�hn� � y�� converges to � while n � ��
Denoting �tn � �tn� we have�

d
�
�z� t��n �F �x� tn�hn�� y�

�
� �d

�
z� �t��n �F �x� �tnhn�� y�

�

Since �tn � � it holds d
�
z� �t��n �F �x��tnhn��y�

�
� � and this proves the assertion for the

case i � 
� Let us assume that it is true for i � k� Given z � Dk��F �x� y��h� z�� � � � � zk�
we have to prove that �k��z � Dk��F �x� y���h� �z�� � � � � �kzk� By the induction as�
sumption �izi � DiF �x� y���h� �z�� � � � � �i��zi��� for i � k� Denoting �tn � �tn� we
have�

d
�
�k��z� t�k��n �F �x� tn�hn�� y � tn�z

�
n � � � �� tkn�

kzkn�
�
�

�k��d
�
z� �t�k��n �F �x� �tnhn�� y � �tnz

�
n � � � �� �tknz

k
n�
�
�

The righhand�side converges to � by de�nition� This completes the proof� �

The statement �b� is a counterpart of the properties of the higher order contingent sets�
considered in ���� Section ����
We will show that the semi�derivatives are � �continuous multifunctions of the direc�
tions and� thus� represent a continuous approximation of the multifunction� Corre�
spondingly� the k�th order derivatives are � �continuous with respect to the direction
�h� z�� � � � � zk����
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We call a multifunction F � X��Y � �continuous at a point �x � X if for all sequences
xn � �x

� � lim
xn��x

F �xn� � F ��x��

Proposition ��	 Let F � X��Y be semi�di�erentiable of order k� �k 	 
� at ��x� �y��
Then� the semi�derivative is a closed and � �continuous multifunction of the direction�
i�e��

DkF ��x� �y��v� � � � lim
n��

DkF ��x� �y��vn�

where vn� v are directions according to the notation ��� and vn � v�

Proof� Let a sequence hn � h be given� We consider d�y�DF ��x� �y��hn�� for arbitrary
but �xed y � Y � Given an � � �� then there exists a positive number tn �that can be
taken smaller than tn��� for any n such that

jd
�
y�DF ��x� �y��hn�

�
� d

�
y� t��n �F ��x� tnhn�� �y�

�
j � �

by the de�nition of a semi�derivative and � �convergence� For the same reason the
following inequality holds for n large enough�

jd
�
y�DF ��x� �y��h�

�
� d

�
y� t��n �F ��x� tnhn�� �y�

�
j � ��

Consequently� jd
�
y�DF ��x� �y��h�

�
� d

�
y�DF ��x� �y��hn�

�
j � �� for n large enough� Let�

ting � � � we obtain the convergence of the distance functions and the continuity of
the �rst�order semi�derivative�
Let now an element �z� � DF ��x� �y��h� be chosen� In view of the continuity ofDF ��x� �y�����
it is an easy observation that there exists a sequence zn � DF ��x� �y��hn� that converges
to �z��
� � d

�
�z�� DF ��x� �y��h�

�
� limn�� d

�
�z�� DF ��x� �y��hn�

�
� which imply that there exist

zn � DF ��x� �y��hn� such that � � limn�� kzn � zk�
We assume that the statement is true for all semi�derivative of order i � k� Given a
direction �h� �z�� � � � � �zi�� it follows from the assumption that there are sequences hn �
�h� z�n � �z�� � � � � zkn � �zk such that zin � DiF ��x� �y��hn� z

�
n� � � � z

i��
n � for all i � k such

that We consider similarly as above d�y�DkF ��x� �y��hn� z
�
n � � � � z

k
n�� for arbitrary but

�xed y � Y � We denote vk��n � �hn� z
�
n � � � � z

k
n� and vk�� � ��h� �z� � � � � �zk�� Given an

� � �� then there exists a positive number tn �that can be taken smaller than tn��� for
any n such that

jd
�
y�Dk��F ��x� �y��vk��n �

�
� d

�
y��k��F ��x� �y��vk��n �

�
j � �

by the de�nition of a semi�derivative and � �convergence� For the same reason the
following inequality holds for n large enough�

jd
�
y�Dk��F ��x� �y��vk���

�
� d

�
y��k��F ��x� �y��vk��n �

�
j � �
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Consequently� we obtain the estimation

jd
�
y�Dk��F ��x� �y��vk���

�
� d

�
y�Dk��F ��x� �y��vk��n �

�
j � ��

We conclude the desired assertion since y was arbitrary�
We shall show that DF �x� y� has a closed graph� The assertion follows the same way
for the higher order semi�derivative� Let �hn� zn� � graphDF �x� y� and �hn� zn� �
�h� z�� Suppose z 
� DF �x� y��h�� Since the semi�derivatives are closed sets� we have
d�z�DF �x� y��h�� � 	 � �� On the other hand d�z�DF �x� y��hn�� � � while n ���
because zn � DF �x� y��hn� and zn � z� This is a contradiction to the continuity of
DF �x� y����� �

Proposition ��
 Let F � X��Y be semi�di�erentiable of order k at ��x� �y�� Then
the semi�derivative�s� is a lower semi�continuous multifunction of the direction� i�e��
whenever V � DF ��x� �y���h� 
� � for some open set V � Y � there is a neighborhood
U � X of �h� such that V �DF ��x� �y��h� 
� � for all h � U �

Proof� We show the statement for the �rst�order semi�derivative� the property for the
higher�order derivative follows in the same way� Assume the opposite� This means that
there is an open set V � Y such that V �DF ��x� �y���h� 
� � and for any neighborhood
U� � X of �h� there is a point h� � U� such that V � DF ��x� �y��h�� � �� Let z �
V �DF ��x� �y���h�� There exists a 
 � � such that �z � V for all �z � k�z � zk � 
� Taking
� � 
�n� we obtain a sequence hn � �h� At the same time� it holds

d
�
z�DF ��x� �y��hn�

�
	 
 and d

�
z�DF ��x� �y���h�

�
� ��

This is a contradiction to the � �continuity proved in the previous proposition� �

Various di�erentiability concepts for �nite dimensions are compared in ��� ���� Contin�
uous tangential approximations of multifunctions in �nite dimensions� are considered
in ����� where di�erentiability properties of the metric projection are investigated� In
���� it is shown for mappings in �nite�dimensional spaces that such tangential approxi�
mations� if they exist� coincide with the semi�derivatives� where at that place the semi�
derivative is understood with respect to the Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence of the
di�erential quotients� Furthermore� in ��� ���� it is shown that proto�di�erentiability�
resp� directional di�erentiability for pseudo�Lipschitzian multifunctions is equivalent
to semi�di�erentiability�
It is not di	cult to establish the latter relation also in our setting�
Recall that a set�valued mapping F � X��Y is said to be pseudo�Lipschitzian at a
point ��x� �y� � graphF if there exist neighbourhoods U � X of �x and V � Y of �y� and
a positive constant L such that

F �x�� � V � F �x�� � Lkx� � x�kB� ���

whenever x�� x� � U � Here B stands for the closed unit ball in Y �
Let us recall that F is pseudo�Lipschitzian at ��x� �y� � graphF if and only if the

�



distance function d��� F ���� is locally Lipschitz at ��y� �x�� This result is formulated in
���� for �nite�dimensional spaces but the proof works in the in�nite�dimensional case�
too� and is omitted here�

Proposition ��� If F � X��Y is pseudo�Lipschitzian at a point ��x� �y� � graphF and
directionally di�erentiable in every direction at that point� then it is semi�di�erentiable
at ��x� �y� and the semi�derivative coincide with the directional derivative�

Proof� Let sequences fhng� hn � X and ftng be given such that hn � h� and tn � ��
We denote by U and V the neighbourhoods of �x and �y� respectively� such that the
inequality ��� holds with some constant L� Let � � � be given and y � Y be an
arbitrary point� Having in mind the Lipschitz behavior of the distance function� we
obtain the following chain of inequalities for n large enough�

jd�y�
F ��x� tnhn�� �y

tn
�� d�y� F ���x� �y��h���j

� jd�y�
F ��x� tnh��� �y

tn
�� d�y� F ���x� �y��h���j�

jd�y�
F ��x� tnh��� �y

tn
�� d�y�

F ��x� tnhn�� �y

tn
�j

� �� t��n �d��y � tny� F ��x� tnhn��� d��y � tny� F ��x� tnh����

� �� t��n Ltnkhn � h�k � �
 � L��

Consequently� d�y� t��n �F ��x � tnhn� � �y�� converges to d�y� F ���x� �y� h���� which proves
the assertion� �

Proposition ��� Suppose that F � X��Y is pseudo�Lipschitzian around some point
�x� y� � graphF with a constant L and semi�di�erentiable at that point� Then the
semi�derivative at �x� y� is Lipschitzian multifunction of the direction with the same
Lipschitz constant�

Proof� Let z � DF �x� y� h��� Given sequences tn � �� h
�
n � h�� h�n � h�� there exist

points y�n � F �x � tnh
�
n� such that �y�n � y��tn � z� Consider y�n � F �x � tnh

�
n� such

that d�y�n� y
�
n� � Ltnkh�n � h�nk � �t�n which exists by the pseudo�Lipschitz behavior of

F around �x� y�� The following estimation holds for n large enough�

d�z� F �x�tnh
�
n��y

tn
� � d�z� y

�
n�y
tn

� � d�z� y
�
n�y
tn

� � �
tn
d�y�n� y

�
n�

� d�z� y
�
n�y
tn

� � Lkh�n � h�nk� �tn

Letting n�� we get d�z�DF �x� y� h��� � Lkh� � h�k�
Analogously� d�z�DF �x� y� h��� � Lkh� � h�k for each z � DF �x� y� h��� �

Estimating the distance of � � DF �x� y� �� to DF �x� y� h� we obtain the following�

Corollary ��� Suppose that F � X��Y is pseudo�Lipschitzian around some point
�x� y� � graphF with a constant L and semi�di�erentiable at that point�
Then DF �x� y� h� �B��� Lkhk� 
� ��


�



� Higher order directionally di�erentiable selections

The main idea of the constructions presented in this section is to exploit the semi�
derivative of the multifunction� properties of the metric projections� and Michael�s
selection theorem�
Let us denote the metric projection of y � Y onto a closed convex set by Pr�y� A��
Recall that

Pr�y� A� � fz � A � kz � yk � d�y� A�g�

First we cite some results concerning the continuity properties of the metric projection�
At this place� another topology on the hyperspace F�Y � becomes useful� Letm denotes
the Mosco�topology on F�Y ��
A sequence fAng of weakly closed subsets of Y converges to a set A � Y in �F�Y �� m�
if both of the following conditions are met�

�i� for each y � A there are points yn � An such that fyng converges in norm to y�

�ii� whenever points yk � Ank � k � 
� �� � � �� are given� then the weak convergence of
fyng to y � Y implies y � A�

This convergence is introduced by Mosco ������ as a modi�cation of the sequential
characterization of Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence �valid in a �rst countable space�
in order to take into consideration the weak topology�
Recall that Y has the Kadec�Klee property if weak convergence and convergence of the
norms imply norm convergence� The following relation between the Mosco� and the
Wijsman�topology is known�

Lemma ��� �	
�� Let Y be a normed linear space� Then � � m on Fc�Y � if and only
if Y is re�exive and the dual space Y � has the weak Kadec�Klee property� i�e�� weak�

convergence in Y � and convergence of the norms imply norm convergence in Y ��

A re exive Banach space with a strongly convex norm and the Kadec�Klee property is
called an E�space� We will use the following result�

Theorem ��� �	���� Let Y and its dual Y � be E�spaces and A� An � Fc�Y �� n �

� �� � � �� Then lim

n��
Pr�yn� An� � Pr�y� A�� whenever m � limn��An � A and

limn�� yn � y�

The metric projection onto a nonempty closed convex set is unique provided that the
norm is strongly convex� It is shown in ��
� that the Mosco�topology is the weakest one
that guarantees strong continuity of the metric projection onto moving convex sets�
Examples of E�spaces are Euclidean spaces� Hilbert spaces� uniformly convex Banach
spaces �see e�g���
��� Each re exive space is potentially an E�space� since it can be
renormed with an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm by a theorem of Troyanski
�cf��
��� Theorem 
� p�
����







Corollary ��� Let Y and its dual Y � be E�spaces� Furthermore� let the multifunction
F � X��Y be � �continuous at �x and have nonempty closed convex images� Suppose
that the single�valued mapping y � X � Y is continuous at �x with respect to the norms
in X and Y � Then the metric projection f�x� � Pr�y�x�� F �x�� is continuous at �x with
respect to the norms�

Proof� The statement follows immediately from the cited Theorem ��� and the fact
that Mosco and Wijsman topologies agree on Fc�Y �� �

Theorem ��� Let both Y and Y � be E�spaces� Suppose F � X��Y to be a � �continuous
multifunction with non�empty closed convex images� Furthermore� suppose that the
points xi � X� i � I� where I is some index�set� are such that

�i� there is an � � � with B�xi� �� � B�xj� �� � � for all i 
� j�

�ii� for all i � I� there is a yi � F �xi� � F is semi�di�erentiable of order k at �xi� yi��

Then there is a continuous selection f of F � which satis�es the conditions� for all
i � I� f�xi� � yi and f is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable of order k at xi with
f ��xi� h� � DF �xi� yi��h�� for all h � X�

Proof� Let �xi� yi� � graphF be one of the chosen points� We de�ne a neighbor�
hood Ui by setting Ui � xi � �B� Here B is the open unit ball in X and � is the
positive number of assumption �a�� By virtue of Proposition ���� DF �xi� yi� �� is a
lower semi�continuous set�valued mapping� It is easy to see that it has closed and
convex images� By Michael�s selection theorem� there exists a continuous selection
�z�i �h� � DF �xi� yi��h�� Let us consider its restriction �z�i ��� to the unit sphere� Fur�
thermore� D�F ��x� �y��h� �z�i �h�� is a lower semi�continuous mapping of h on the closed
unit ball� It has closed and convex images and� consequently� we may apply Michael�s
selection theorem� again� We choose a continuous selection �z�i ��� of D

�F ��x� �y���� �z�i ����
on the unit sphere� Proceeding the same way� we end up with a continuous selec�
tion �zki of DkF ��x� �y��h� �z�i �h�� � � � � �z

k��
i � for h on the unit sphere� We observed that

zi�h� � DkF ��x� �y��h� z�i � � � � � z
k��
i � if and only if �kzi � DkF ��x� �y��h� �z�i � � � � � �

i��zk��i ��
Therefore� we de�ne zji � X � Y for j � �� � � � � k by setting

zji �h� �

�
khkj �zji �h�khk� if h 
� �
� if h � ��

It is easy to see that zji �h� � DjF ��x� �y��h� z�i � � � � � z
j��
i � for j � �� � � � � k� We choose

points that are metric projections of yi � z�i �x � xi� � � � �� zki �x� xi� onto F �x� and
de�ne

fi�x� � Pr�yi � z�i �x� xi� � � � �� zki �x� xi�� F �x���


�



Having in mind Corollary ���� it is clear that fi��� is a continuous function�
We consider further the set U c � X n �i�IUi�� We de�ne

�F �x� �

�
F �x� if x � U c�
ffi�x�g if x � Ui� i � I�

The de�nition is nonambigous since Ui � Uj � � for i 
� j� i� j � I by the assumption

�i�� The mapping �F ��� is lower semi�continuous since so is F and it has closed convex
images� Applying the Michael�s selection theorem� we obtain a continuous selection f
of F such that f�x� � fi�x� if x � Ui�
It remains to prove that f is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable of order k at
xi� i � I� By de�nition� this is equivalent to the statement that fi�x� is Hadamard�
directionally di�erentiable of order k at xi� Moreover� we shall show that

f �j��xi� h� � zji �h��

Given sequences tn � �� hn � h� let us assume that the statement is true for all
derivatives of order 
� � � � � j � 
� We shall prove it for j� The following chain of
relations holds true�

k
fi�xi � tnhn�� fi�xi�� tnf

���
i �hn�� � � �� tj��n f

�j���
i �hn�

tjn
� zji �h�k

� t�jn kPr�yi � z�i �tnhn� � � � �� zki �tnhn�� F �xi � tnhn��

�yi � tnz
�
i �hn�� � � �� tj��n zj��i �hn�� tjnz

j
i �h�k

� t�jn kPr�yi � z�i �tnhn� � � � �� zki �tnhn�� F �xi � tnhn��

�yi � tnz
�
i �hn�� � � �� tknz

k
i �hn� � tjnz

j
i �hn� � � � �� tknz

k
i �hn�� tjnz

j
i �h�k

� t�jn d�yi � tnz
�
i �hn� � � � �� tknz

k
i �hn�� F ��x� tnhn��

�kzji �hn� � � � �� tk�jn zki �hn�� zji �h��k

The latter inequality follows from the triangle inequality and the fact that
kPr�a� A� � ak � d�a� A�� The �rst term of the expression converges to � by the
de�nition of semi�derivative of order j� and the second term by the construction of
zji ����
This proves that f has the desired properties� �

Let us note that the constructed selection is di�erentiable only at certain points� An
assumption about the semi�di�erentiability of the multifunction at each point of its
graph would not lead to the directional di�erentiability of the selection constructed in
this manner� An immediate consequence of this theorem and Proposition ��� is the
following statement�

Corollary ��� Let Y and Y � be E�spaces� Suppose F � X��Y to be a pseudo�
Lipschitzian multifunction with non�empty closed convex images� Let the points xi �
X� i � I� where I is some index�set� are chosen such that


�



�i� there is an � � � with B�xi� �� � B�xj� �� �i 
� j�

�ii� for all i � I� let yi � F �xi� � F is directionally di�erentiable at �xi� yi��

Then there is a continuous selection f of F such that for all i � I� f�xi� � yi and f is
Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at xi with f ��xi� h� � F ��xi� yi��h� for all h � X�

Remark ��	 Renorming of the image space
As already mentioned� every re exive space can be renormed with an equivalent locally
uniformly convex norm �see Theorem 
� p�
��� and Theorem �� p��� in �
���� The new
norm� although compatible with the original one� generates a new Wijsman topology
on F�Y �� It has been proved in �
�� that� given a linear normed space Y and a family
� of equivalent norms� the family of distance functionals fdp�y� �� � y � Y� p � �g
determines a weak topology on Fc�Y � that coincides with the slice topology� We do
not provide information about the latter topology because it will not be essentially for
our paper and refer the interested reader to ���� Assuming Y to be a Banach space�
the slice topology on Fc�Y � agrees with a Wijsman topology that is determined by a
norm such that the dual norm has the weak! Kadec�Klee property� If� in addition� Y
is re exive� then both topologies coincide with the Mosco topology� Therefore� we may
modify the assumptions of the latter two theorems in the following way�

Corollary ��
 Let Y be a re�exive Banach space� Suppose F � X � Fc�Y � to be m�
continuous �equivalently� continuous with respect to the slice topology�� We assume that
for all x � X there is a y � F �x� such that F is semi�di�erentiable of order k at �x� y��
Given such a point ��x� �y�� there exists a continuous selection f of F with f��x� � �y�
which is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable of order k at �x with derivatives

f �j���x� h� � DjF ��x� �y��h� f �����x� h�� � � � � f �j�����x� h��� �h � X� �j � 
� � � � � k�

In ����� Dommisch establishes the following result on this topic� The existence of a
smooth partition of unity in IRn is exploited there to prove the existence of a smooth
selection in the following situations� F acts from a closed subset of IRm in IRn and has
convex images and open preimages� i�e�� F���y� � fx � X � y � F �x�g is open in X
for all y � IRn� The proof of this assertion can be carried over also to the case X is a
weakly countably determined Banach space and Y is a linear normed space�
A Banach space X is called weakly countably determined if there exists a countable
collection fKng of weak� compact subsets of X�� such that for every x � X and
u � X�� n X there exists an index n such that x � Kn and u �� Kn� We recall that�
given a linear normed space X and an open covering X � ��	V� of it� a continuous
partition of unity subordinated to fV�g	 is a union fg�g	 of continuous functions g�
such that�

� for all x � X� it holds � � g��x� � 
 and
P

��	 g��x� � 
�

� ��	�supp g�� � X�


�



� for any 	 � " there exists a �nite number of � � " such that supp g��supp g� 
� ��

� for any 	 � " one has supp g� � V��

Theorem ��� Let X be a weakly countably determined Banach space and Y be a linear
normed space� Assume that F has nonempty closed convex images and open preimages�
i�e�� F���y� � fx � X � y � F �x�g is open in X for all y � F �X��
Then F admits G�ateaux di�erentiable selection�

Proof� The set
S
y�F �X� F

���y� forms an open covering of X� By virtue of Corollary
���� Chap�VIII in �
�� the countably determined Banach space X admits a G�ateaux
di�erentiable partition of unity subordinated to this covering� i�e�� the functions g are
G�ateaux di�erentiable� Each function g� corresponds to some set F���y� and we note
this by writing gy instead of g�� We de�ne

f�x� �
X

y�F �x�

gy�x�y�

Given a point x�
P

y�F �x� gy�x�y is a �nite sum by the local �niteness of the partition
of unity� It is a �nite convex combination of the points y � F �x� such that x � supp gy
and� thus� f�x� � F �x�� We show that f is G�ateaux di�erentiable� Let �x be a given
point� and fxng be a sequence converging in norm to �x� By the local �niteness of
the partition� there exists a neighborhood of �x that has a nonempty intersection with
�nitely many supp gy� Therefore� in the de�nition of f�xn� the same terms gy�xn�y
vanish for all xn with n large enough� Consequently� f�x� is G�ateaux di�erentiable at
�x with derivative f ��x� �

P
y�F �x� g

�
y�x�y� �

The assertion remains true in the situation that domF is a proper closed subset of X�
In this case� we simply have to include XndomF to the open covering of X�
The selection constructed in the latter theorem has stronger di�erentiability properties
globally� However� the assumptions of the theorem are not satis�ed when F is an upper
semi�continuous mapping for instance� It is known �cf����� that the preimages F���y�
are closed provided F is upper semi�continuous�

Recall that a bump function on X is a function with bounded nonempty support on
X�

Theorem ��� Let X be a weakly countably determined Banach space� which admits
Ck�smooth bump function� Assume that F has nonempty closed convex images and
open preimages as in the previous theorem� Then F admits a Ck�smooth selection�

Proof� The construction of the previous theorem can be used again� According to
Theorem ���� Chap�VIII in �
�� under the assumptions of the proposition the space X
admits a Ck�smooth partition of unity� The statement follows by the same reasons as
in the previous proof� �
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� Univalued Representations

De�nition ��� Given a multifunction F � we shall call a countable family of selections
ffng a univalued representation of it� if graphF � cl �n��

�
graph fn

�
�

Another notion of univalued representation is considered in ��� as a almost� Castaing
representation�

Theorem ��� Let F � X��Y be a � �continuous multifunction with nonempty closed
convex images� which is semi�di�erentiable of order m at all points �x� y� � graphF �
Assume that X and Y are separable normed spaces and Y and Y � are E�spaces� Then
F admits a univalued representation ffng with the following property�

�D� For any point �x� y� � graphF and for any � � � there is a selection fn such
that ky � fn�x�k � � and fn is directionally di�erentiable of order m at some
�x � kx� �xk � �� Moreover� the collections f �i�n ��x� �� are univalued representations
of the semiderivatives DiF ��x� fn��x������ for all i � 
� � � � � m�

Proof� In a �rst step we shall construct selections passing through a set of points dense
in the graph of F and Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable of order m at a chosen
point� In a second step� we shall add countably many selections by modifying the family
of the �rst set such that the graphs of the directional derivative of those selections are
dense in the graph of the corresponding semi�derivative of F at the considerate points�
Let fxng be a countable dense set of points in X and fying be a dense set of points in
F �xn�� We use Theorem ��� to construct selections fni such that fni�xn� � yin� Now�
for each point �xn� y

i
n� we add another set of countably many selections fjl with the

following properties� fjl�xn� � yin and f
���
jl �xn� hl� are dense in DF �xn� y

i
n��hl�� where

hl� l � 
� �� � � � are dense in X� In order to do this� let us consider a countable set of
points �zj�l that is dense inDF �xn� y

i
n��hl�� Such a set exists since Y is separable� We can

construct continuous selections zlj���� � DF �xn� y
i
n���� such that zlj��hl� � �zj�r in the

following way� We de�ne DFlj��h� � DF �xn� y
i
n��h� for all h 
� hl and DFlj��hl� � �zj�l �

The mapping DFlj���� is lower semi�continuous since DF �xn� y
i
n���� is also� It has

convex closed images and� hence� there is a continuous selections �zlj���� of it by virtue
of Michael�s selection theorem� We use �zlj���� to de�ne a mapping z�lj���� as follows�

z�lj��a� �

�
kak
khlk

�zlj��a
khlk
kak

� if a 
� �

� if a � ��

The selections z�lj���� of DF �xn� y
i
n���� have the desired properties� it is continuous�

positive homogenius� and z�lj��hl� � �zj�l � In a similar way we determine points which
are dense in the images of the second�order derivative in the directions �hl� �zlj��� We
construct a countably many selections z�lj���� of the second�order derivative running
trough those points� We proceed this way until we construct countably many selec�
tions zmljm��� of the semi�derivative of order m with the necessary properties� Further�


�



we use z�lj����� � � � � z
m
ljm

��� for constructing flj�j����jm as in the Theorem ���� �

A multifunction satisfying the assumptions of the theorem admits a univalued rep�
resentation such that for every point of the graph there is a point close to it and a
selection that is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at the latter point� Under an
additional assumption� we can modify the univalued representation constructed in the
above theorem in such a way that it is also pointwise dense in the images of the mul�
tifunction� Moreover� the directional derivatives of the selections will form a pointwise
dense representation of the semi�derivatives DiF �xn� y

i
n����

De�nition ��� A set�valued mapping F � X��Y is said to be sub�Lipschitzian at a
point ��x� �y� � graphF if for any closed balls B��x� 	� � X and B��y� �� � Y there is a
positive constant L such that

F �x�� � B��y� �� � F �x�� � Lkx� � x�kB��� 
�� ���

whenever x�� x� � B��x� 	��

A notion of sub�Lipschitzian set�valued mappings has been introduced in ����� The
di�erence is that in ���� compact sets are used instead of the closed balls of the above
de�nition� It is clear that the two notions coincide if X and Y are �nite�dimensional
spaces� Moreover� in these case a multifunction with nonempty closed images is sub�
Lipschitzian if and only if it is pseudo�Lipschitzian� For X and Y being in�nite�
dimensional the sub�Lipschitz behavior is� obviously� a stronger property than the
pseudo�Lipschitz behavior�
let us recall the following result�

Lemma ��� ������ Lemma ����� If X is perfectly normal� Y is separable Banach
space� and if F � X��Y is lower semi�continuous� then there exists a countable collec�
tion of selections ffng such that� for every x � X� ffn�x�g is dense in F �x��

A normal space is called perfectly normal� if every closed subset is a G�� i�e�� each
metric space is perfectly normal�

Theorem ��� Under the conditions the previous theorem� suppose� in addition� that
F is sub�Lipschitzian� Then F admits a univalued representation with the property �D�
and such that�

F �x� � cl �n�� fn�x� and DF �xn� y
i
n��h� � cl �l�� ff

�
l �xn� h� � fl�xn� � ying

for h 
� � and for set of points fxng dense in x� fying dense in F �xn��

Proof� We shall slightly modify the construction of the previous theorem in the
following way� Let Lni be the smallest Lipschitz constant associated with the point
�xn� y

i
n� and its neighborhood Un � V i

n � X � Y � Moreover� let the neighborhood be
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chosen such that Un � B�xn� 
� and V i
n � B�yin� 
�� We make use of the Corollary ��
�

and a consider multifunction DFni�h� �� DF �xn� y
i
n��h� � B��� Lni � 
� for khk � 
�

This multifunction has nonempty closed convex images and is lower semi�continuous�
because DF �xn� y

i
n���� is as well� Therefore� by virtue of Lemma ��� there is a countable

family of selections
barz�jni whose images are pointwise dense in the images of DFni���� We consider the
restrictions of those selections to the unit sphere� It holds k�z�jni�h�k � Lni � 
� We
proceed further as in the previous proof to construct a countable family fflg using only
the �rst order semi�derivative� i�e�� we apply the construction for the case m � 
� This
set of selections is added to the the univalued representation of F constructed in the
previous theorem� It is obvious� that property �D� is satis�ed� We have to show the
pointwise density in the images of F and in the images of DF �xn� y

i
n��

Claim 
� F �x� � cl l fl�x� for all x � X�
Let �x� y� � graphF and 
 � �� By the density of fxng in X� and of fying in F �xn��
for any  � � there exist points xk such that kx � xkk �  and yik � F �xk� such
that kyik � Pr�y� F �xk��k � � Since Y is an E�space the notation Pr�y� F �xk�� makes
sense� By construction� there is a selection fki with fki�xk� � yik� Recall that fki is
constructed in such a way that

fki�x� � Pr
�
yik � zki�x� xk�� F �x�

�
for k large enough� Using this� the sub�Lipschitzian behavior of F � and the properties
of the metric projection� we obtain�

ky � fki�x�k � ky � Pr�y� F �xk��k� kPr�y� F �xk��� yikk� kyik � f ik�x�k
� L � 

�kPr
�
yik � zki�x� xk�� F �x�

�
� Pr�yik� F �xk��k�

Since  can be chosen arbitrarily small� the �rst and second term of the right hand�side
in the last inequality will become smaller than 
� We have to show that this holds
also for the last term� By virtue of the Lemma ��� the metric projections converge
uniformly if the projected points converge in norm and the sets converge in the sense
of Mosco� These conditions will be satis�ed if we can show that kzki�x�xk�k converges
to zero while k � �� By construction k�zki�

x�xk
kx�xkk

�k � Lki � 
� Remember that the
constants Lni were taken to be the smallest Lipschitz constants associated with the
neighbourhoods Un � V i

n of the points �xn� y
i
n�� We consider the closed set B�x� 
 �

�� � B�y� 
 � �� for some � � �� It contains the whole neighbourhoods Uk � V i
k

for  � �� By the de�nition of sub�Lipschitzian multifunctions� there is a Lipschitz
constant �L associated with that set and it is evident that Lni � �L� Therefore� it holds�

kx� xkk�k�zki�
x� xk
kx� xkk

�k � ��L� 
�

Letting � � we obtain the desired estimate�
Claim �� DF �xn� y

i
n��h� � cl  ff �l �xn� h� � fl�xn� � ying for all h � X� h 
� ��


�



By construction f �l �xn� h� � DF �xn� y
i
n��h� for all selections fl of the collection for

which it holds fl�xn� � yin� Moreover� f �l �xn� h� are dense in DF �xn� y
i
n��h� for khk � 


by construction according to Lemma ���� Let h be arbitrary point of X� di�er�
ent from �� z � DF �xn� y

i
n��h�� and � � �� We denote � �� 
�khk� It holds

�z � DF �xn� y
i
n���h� because the semi�derivative is a process� There exists a selection

fl such that kf �l �xn��h� � �zk � �� since k�hk � 
� By the positive homogeneity of
f �l � it holds kf

�
l �xn� h�� zk � �� which proves the assertion� �

Unfortunately� the directional derivatives of the selections are not pointwise �i�e� for
each direction� dense in the corresponding whole semi�derivative� that is the semi�
derivative calculated at any point of the graph of the multifunction� What conditions
on the mapping imply a continuity of the semi�derivatives with respect to the point
they are calculated at� is an open question� Moreover� if such conditions are identi�ed�
there is still the question� whether those conditions imply also the pointwise density of
the collections of the single�valued directional derivatives considered above�

Let us emphasize� that we can construct the selections also in such a way� that their
higher order directional derivative are pointwise dense in the images of the higher order
semi�derivatives at those points �xn� y

i
n�� excluding the directions starting with the zero

element of X�

� Measurability and Delta�Theorems

We equip the linear normed space X with a ��algebra A� The Borel ��algebra will
be denoted by B�X�� The following de�nition of measurability will be used �see also
��� ����

De�nition ��� A mapping f � �X�A� � �Y�B�X�� is measurable if for any open set
G � Y the preimage f���G� � fx � X � f�x� � Gg belongs to A�
A set�valued mapping F � �X�A����Y�B�X�� is measurable if for any open set G � Y
F���G� � fx � X � F �x� �G 
� �g � A�

Recall that f � �X�A�� Y is called a measurable selection of F if f is measurable and
f�x� � F �x� almost surely�
It is a fundamental result �cf� ����� that a closed�valued measurable multifunction in a
Polish image space admits a measurable selection� Furthermore� for a multifunction F
with non�empty closed values in a Polish target space we can choose a countable family
of measurable selections ffng that pointwise �lls up the values of the multifunction�

for each x � X� F �x� � cl��n��fn�x���

Such a countable family is called a Castaing representation for the multifunction� The
existence of such a representation characterizes measurability�


�



Our aim is to construct Castaing representations of a multifunction F � X��Y with
additional di�erentiability properties� This investigation is motivated on the one hand
by the natural idea to construct representation that is a kind of expansion of the
multifunction� On the other hand such a representation is of interest while working
with the delta method� Delta theorems are concerned with the asymptotic distribution
of functions of random elements� The following theorem is known�

Theorem ��� �	���� Suppose that X and Y are Banach spaces and let f � �X�B�X���
�Y�B�Y �� be measurable and Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at some point �x �
X� Suppose that tn�xn� �x� are some random elements of X converging in distribution
to some element z� written

t��n �xn � �x�
D
� h�

while tn � � and h is a random element in some separable subspace of X� Then

tn�f�xn�� f��x��
D
� f ���x� h��

Here
D
� denotes convergence in distribution�

Recall that convergence in distribution of a sequence of random elements xn�
xn � �#�A� P �� X� means the weak� convergence of the measures �n � P � x��n that
these elements induce on the space X� A sequence of probability measures �n on a
separable metric space X weakly� converges to � if one of the following equivalent
conditions is satis�ed �cf��
����

�i� lim inf
n

Pfxn � Gg 	 Pfx � Gg for all open sets G�

�ii� lim sup
n

Pfxn � Cg � Pfx � Cg for all closed sets C�

�iii� lim
n��

R
g�x��n�dx� �

R
g�x���dx� for all bounded continuous functions

g � X � IR�

A closed�valued multifunction F � �#�A����Y�B�Y �� can be identi�ed with a single
valued mapping �F � �#�A� � �F�Y ��B�F�Y ���� As already mentioned� if �Y� d� is
Polish� then �F�Y �� �� is Polish� too� We consider the Borel sigma algebra on F�Y �
generated by the Wijsman topology and ask whether the measurability of �F is related
to the measurability of F � The answer to this question is due to Hess �see ������
Assuming Y to be separable� F is measurable if and only if �F is as well� Then� in a
natural way� convergence in distribution of Fn � �#�A���Y to some F � �#�A���Y can
be understood as the weak� convergence of the measures induced on F�Y � by �Fn�
Convergence in distribution of set�valued mappings with images in IRn is considered in
���� and some investigations for the in�nite�dimensional case are given in �����
The �rst set�valued version of a delta�theorem was formulated by King ���� for random
sets in IRn� Corresponding results for random sets in in�nite dimensions seem not to be
known� There is also no characterization for the asymptotic behavior of the ensemble

��



of measurable selections� Let us emphasize that the distribution of a random set does
not determine the ensemble of distributions of its measurable selections �see �
� also the
references therein�� In �
� the set of distributions of measurable selections of random
sets has been studied from a di�erent point of view� The primary object there is a given
probability distribution on some compact subset of a complete separable metric space�
The problem which distributions on the space are induced by selections of random sets
with the the given probability distribution is investigated�
Now we are ready to prove a generalized delta�theorem for random sets in in�nite�
dimensional spaces� Moreover� using the results of the previous section� we show delta�
theorem for all measurable selection of a Castaing representation of the sets�

Theorem ��� Let X be a separable Banach space and Y be a Polish space� Suppose
that F � X��Y is a measurable multifunction that is semi�di�erentiable at the point
��x� �y�� Let us assume that the random elements xn � �#�A�� X satisfy a generalized
central limit formula with limit �x� i�e��

t��n �xn � �x�
D
� h

while tn � � and h is a random element in some separable subspace of X�
Given a point �y � F ��x�� then F satis�es the central limit formula in the sense that

t��n �F �xn�� �y�
D
� DF ��x� �y��h�

as random sets in F�Y ��
If the additional assumptions of Theorem ��� are satis�ed� then F admits a Castaing
representation ffkg such that all fk satisfy the generalized central limit formula

t��n �fk�xn�� fk��x��
D
� f �k��x� h� � DF ��x� fk��x���h�

as random variables in Y � Moreover� f �k��x� h� are dense in DF ��x� �y��h� and there is
an index k such that fk��x� � �y�

Proof� We have to show the convergence in distribution of the random sets� Let �n
and � be the corresponding probability measures induced onX by hn �� t��n �xn��x� and
by h� respectively� F is measurable and� therefore� the corresponding mapping �F � X �
F�Y � is measurable� Let us consider the random elements gn�hn� �� t��n � �F �xn� � �y�
and g�h� � DF ��x� �y��h� in F�Y �� The measures induced on the Polish space F�Y � by
these elements are �n � g��n and � � g��� According to Theorem ��� in �
�� the central
limit formula ��n � g��n � � � g��� will be proved if limn�� gn�hn� � g�h� holds for
��almost all points h and hn such that hn approaches h� This is true by the de�nition
of semi�di�erentiability�
The existence of a Castaing representation with the desired di�erentiability p property
follows from Theorem ���� We can simplify the construction in the following way� In
the second step� we only need to consider points �zj that is dense in DF ��x� �y��h�� and

�




add continuous selections zj��� � DF ��x� �y���� such that zj�h� � �zj� �

A relevant result is contained in the paper ����� A multifunction acting between two
in�nite�dimensional spaces is considered there� The values F �x� are supposed to be
compact and F ��x� � �y to be a singleton� The statement says that for a measurable
selections of F there is a subsequence satisfying the formula holds�

Assuming higher�order di�erentiability for the multifunction� we are able to obtain
higher�order information on the asymptotic behavior�

Theorem ��� Let X be a separable Banach space and Y be a Polish space� Suppose
that F � X��Y is a measurable multifunction� Let us assume that the random elements
xn � �#�A�� X satisfy a generalized central limit formula with limit �x� i�e��

t��n �xn � �x�
D
� h

while tn � � and h is a random element in some separable subspace of X�
Furthermore� let a point �y � F ��x� be given� Denote hn � t��n �xn � �x��

�i� Assume that F is semi�di�erentiable at ��x� �y� of order k and the mappings z�����
z����� � � � � zk����� are continuous selections of the semi�derivatives Then F satis�
�es the following higher�order central limit formula�

t�kn
h
F �xn���y�tnz

��hn��� � ��t
k��
n zk���hn�

i
D
� Dk��F ��x� �y��h� z��h�� � � � � zk���h��

as random sets in F�Y ��

�ii� Suppose the assumptions of Theorem ���� If F is semi�di�erentiable of order k
at all points ��x� y� with y � F ��x�� then F admits a Castaing representation ffjg
such that all fj satisfy the higher�order central limit formula

t�kn
h
fj�xn�� fj��x�� tnf

���
j ��x� hn�� � � �� tk��n f

�k���
j ��x� hn�

i
D
� f

�k�
j ��x� h�

as random variables on Y �
Moreover� f

�k�
j ��x� h� are dense in DkF ��x� �y��h� z��h�� � � � � zk���h��� and there is

an index l such that fl��x� � �y�

Proof� The line of arguments of the previous proof can be applied to this case� too�
with the only di�erence that higher�order di�erentiable selections are used to construct
the Castaing representation�
Let �n and � be the corresponding probability measures induced onX by hn � t��n �xn�
�x� and by h� respectively� We consider the random elements gn�hn� � t�kn � �F �xn�� �y�
tnz

��hn� � � � � � tk��n zk���hn�� and g�h� � DkF ��x� �y��h� z��h�� � � � � zk���h�� in F�Y ��
The measures induced on the Polish space F�Y � by these elements are �n � g��n and
��g��� One has �n�g

��
n � ��g�� if limn�� gn�hn� � g�h� holds for ��almost all points

��



h and hn such that hn � h� This is true by the given de�nition of semi�di�erentiability
of order k�

Let fxkg be a countable dense set of points in X and fyjng be a dense set of points in
F �xk�� Furthermore� let the points �yj form a countable dense set in F ��x� and �y belong
to this set� We shall construct selections fkj such that fkj�xk� � yjk and fkj��x� � �yj�
We make sure that xk 
� �x for all k � 
� �� � � �� Since the points xk and �x can always
be separated by neighbourhoods� we may use Theorem ��� to construct fkj� We only
slightly modify the construction as it was done in the proof of Theorem ����
The asymptotic properties of the selections follow by similar arguments as above� In or�
der to see this� de�ne gnj�hn� � t�kn �fj�xn��fj��x��tnf

���
j ��x� hn��� � ��tk��n f �k���j ��x� hn��

and gj�h� � f
�k�
j ��x� h�� We have limn�� gnj�hn� � gj�h� for all h by the Hadamard�

directional di�erentiability of fk of order k at �x� The statement follows by virtue of
the Theorem ��� in �
��� �

Summarizing we can say that we do not have a result stating a central limit formula
for all selections of the multifunction� but we are able to construct a Castaing repre�
sentation with this property under relatively general assumptions� Having in mind the
literature mentioned above� it is clear that statements of this kind should be possible
for all measurable selections under very restrictive assumptions only�
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